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On Anomalous Green Function Method
of the s-d Exchange Moclel

Asao YARA

*

and Seitaro MATAYOSHI**

Making improvement on the Takano·Ogawa. Abrikosov, and Kurata theories. we
investigated tlte beltavior of the anomalous parameter A by introducing
anomalo us Green functions. Because of the appearance of the factor (lnD/ T ) - L •
the parameter 1:J. is considerably suppressed compared wi th t~e one in their
resUlts.
1. Introduction

Since Kondo's discoveryl) of the low·temperature anomaly in the model of dilute
magnetic alloy, many non·perturbative approaches have developed toward a physical
understan~ing o~ the low.temperature properties of these systems.
In these non·petturbative theories, there have been double·time Green function
methcx!sZ).
Nagaoka' ) has derived a set of decoupled equations for the Green function. From
Nagaoka's equations, a simple integral epuation for the scattering t mat rix which
appears in the one·particle Green function has been constructed by Hamann 4 ) .
This Nagaoka·Hamann equation has been investigated in detail and the various
quantities such as resistivity, specific heat, magnetic susceptibility, and ground state
energy have been calculated by Bloomfiekl.-Hamann&) and by Zittartz.MiHlerhartmann f ).
respectively.
These quantities seem to contain, however. rather curious consequences: the resis·
tivity shows the' steepest rise from the Kondo's temperature T il multiplied by one-tenth
to zero temperature, while the plateau behavior is observed in this region. The magnetic
susceptibility exhibits the over-cancellation of the localized spin hy the induced
polarization at zero temperature. The ground state is not the singlet state aocording to
Yoshida TbeoryT ), and so on.
Though Nagaoka's approximation has been proved to succeed in including all
the leading terms in a series expansion' ), we know nothing about the truncation of the
hierarchy of lower divergences.
Another Green function approach is the methcx! of the anomalous Green function
which has first been introduced by Takano·Ogawa t ) , and refined by Abriksov lO ) and
Kurata l l , ,respectively.
The characteristics of this method are to destroy the conservation of number as
in the theory of the condensed system such as superconductivity and superfluidity, to be
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mathematically simple to give the singlet ground state, and to give the results which
qualitatively agree with the experimental behaviors at finite temperature.
The anomalous Green function approach, which will be referred to as A·approach
hereafter, seems, therefore, to be better than the Nagaoka's approach (which will be
referred to as N·approach hereafter) which is not to destroy the conservation of number.
Would what have been mentioned aoove be true? For us, it seems doubtful,
because an anomalous parameter defined by anomalous averages is contained in the
A·approach and not in the N-approach. This anomalous parameter behaves in tbe same
way as the order parameter of pure superconductors when temperature increases, and
vanished at the same critical point.
The various physical quantities such as specific heat have, therefore, discontinuity
at the critical point. Therefore, we must conclude, in the case of the A·approach, that
"a kind of phase transition" appears in our s-d exchange model with single impurity.
Can this be true ?
We cannot believe and understand physically the appearance of the "phase
transition" in our model.
The authors have been interested in the existence of this "curious" parameter in
the A.approach and investigating its role in the theory.
In section 2, a few faults containd in the A-approach are pointed. We will propose
an improvement of the A·approach and formulate integral equation of the scattering t
matrix in section 3. In section 4, we will solve the integral equation exactly as the
Riemann·Hilbert problemU ) • Section 5 will cover the investigation of the self-consis·
tent equation for the anomalous parameter and the final section will be devoted to
discussion and conclusion.
2. DB tile A.appl'OllCb.

In this section, we point out 8 few faults in the A·approach. For this purpose, it
is advantageous to use an anisotropic s-d exchange Hamiltonian in the following
calculation:
H , = l':w{'1I.(C:r C1't- C;, C,.,)Sz + ",C:, Ct " S_+",C:, Cl't S+}.(2.1)

C ,: (C t,,) is the creation (anihilation) operator of a conduction electron with wave
number l and spin u , and ). and '" are diagonal components of the anisotropic
exchange tensor between conduction electrons and a localized impurity spin s - (we will
consider hereafter only the case S = 1I2 for simplicity).
This model is a special case of the model treating in the most divergent accuracy
by Miwa·Nagaoka U ) and Shiba lt ) , respectively. We also investigated it with the
Nagaoka·Hamann's approximate treatment l $) .
For the discussion in this section, furthermore, we adopt a simple superconducting
model as an unperturbed state; that is,
(2 .2)

where

(2.3)
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g is the coupling constant in the B. C. S. model l l ) and the bracket denotes the
ensemble average. This unperturbed "model Hamiltonian" is correct in the case when
the quasi·particles (Bogolons) ") moves freely. and this condition would be satisfied in
sufficienly low temperature region.
We also put, in H I ,

S ..

*1: ....'

d: < v lv lv'>d",

in accordance with Abrikosov l l ) •
We introduce the Green functions in the matrix form

...

•
G (z) -

l

<C.. , lct,,>

« COIl

C_ .. .

,>
(2 .4)

<C: .. .lC;'I>

<C!:.. d

C_"'I>

and

it.,(Z) ~

[

« d, C..<;,>

« d,1C_.,,»

< d ; C;,,> <d_"'1 1C_.II' 1 »

1.

(2.5)

where <AB> denotes the time Fourier component of the retarded or advaned Green
function which is defined by - i e (t) « A(t) , BJ>.or i e (-l)«A(t ) , B J>. respectively,
Here. e (t) is the step function and A{t) shows an operator in the Heisenberg
representation of the operator A in the SchrOdinger representation, and the correlation
function < SA> and the definition of the symbol a ... are given by

<BA> ~ a .«A I B»~ 2~

--

f'dwf (W) {

«A I B» •• " -«AIB»._" },

being the Fermi function.
Extending the approximation by Takano Ogawa and Abrikosov (or Kurata) to the
superconducting state, we can construct equations for the Green functions introduced
above and solve them easily to give the solution:

G..,(z).."

S U' 0;1 (z) + .6;I (Z) tA (z) O;.I (Z) ,

(2.6)

where 6;;1 (z) denotes the free Green function in the superconducting statl!.. Matrix

i A (z) is defined as fo llows:
fA {Z)

=~(
z - ...!...~
7tp
7tp

(z»)-·

(2,7)

where "anomalous parameter" tt. is given by

tt. =7t( >..+~)lp{jl; «C:, d,>j'+j z, < C:,
and

F ( z)

= 1:,

fl. ,1

(z ),

dt> I' }.

(2.8)
(2,9)

Constant p denotes the state density of the conduction electrons at the Fermi surface.
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We have, al90. the self-consistent equation for the prameter d,

).!~ "" fh

(,

-d~~~~)'

or

d=

0,

(2. 10)

where F (z) "" F\(z)-Ft(z) and F\ (F t) is the diagonal (off-diagonal) element of the mat·
rix F. Our solution and the self-consistent equation for the d rrpuce to those of
Machida·Inoue·Shibata lf l , if we put
).= p=-J/ (2N)
Though the calculation mentioned above have been done with the A·approach.
we can obtain simply the exact solution 20) for the case ). = J/(2N ) and ~ =0:
h(z)

=r/;t (1- i/;t F'(z) )_1

F(z).

(2.11)

The scattering matrix t A (z) for). = J/( 2N) and ~ = 0 is very different from t .
(z), especially at Fermi surface.
This fact brings about large difference in various
physical properties at low temperature, too. Examples mentioned above are shown in Fig.
I for the normal state and in Fig. n for the supe.rconducting state.

E

T
Fi,. I.

Temperature dependence 0( resistivities. Curve A il ,Iven by the approximate
_Cinerin, matrix IA in the A·approach and curve E is ,iven by the euCI
scattering matrix I. in the non-decouplin, scheme fOf the case of ~ - 112N and
~ - O. respectively.

Fi,. II.

Pesloa of excited bound .tates in the eoera)' IPP of the .uperconductln, ltate.
Curve A il obtained by usio, the approximate result of the scatterio, h .
matrix in the A-approach and curve E is obtained by uslo, the exact result 0(
the scatterln, t l matrix in the non-decoupliDa: scheme, for tbe cue of ~- 112N
aod ~ -0. respectively.
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The differences between the exact results and the results of the A·approach could
not be neglected as shown in the Fig.'s, so we attempt to improve the A-approach in
the next section,
3.

An iJopr-cned A-.pproaeb IlDd FormuJadoa. In the nermal ItIIte.

As discussed in section 2, the scatterring matrix i A does not coincide with the
exact scattering of t E in the "limiting case" of X = JI (2N) and # = 0, To treat the
A-approach more accwately, we attempt to introduce the anomalous Green functions into
our scbeme. using approximate procedure, at the decoupling stage in the N-approach.
Hereafter, we treat only the case of normal state .6$ =0 in order to grasp more clearly
the role anomalous functions in our scheme.
We need to define other new Green fufunctiona:

r U' (z)

=

[<C.,S. IC;t>
<C~.IS,

I

<C., Sz I C_.,,>

ct,,>

<C':.IS~

I C_.n

>

(3.1)

1.

and

,

_ [ <C_., S_ I C;,> <C_., S_ I C_.,,>

AU'

(z) -

(3.2)

<- C;, S_ I Ct,,> <- C:, S_I C_.',>

Using the usual technique, we can construct the following set of the equations
of motion for the Green functions:

6. (z) Gw (ot) + X

fl.

(z)

A.

u. (z)

t-••. (z)+
AU' (z)+#

1;1

t

W

(%)

+ #:tl Aw (z)

= 8 w,

(3.3)

P.
"
-"
-2-:t,
AlA-' (z) +"'4l:1
Gw (z)= A.A.,(Z)

1:1

tw (z)+

(3.4)

X"
#
' ~
-2-1: , AI.' (z) +-2-1:, Gw (z)=

fi.

~., ( z), {3.5)

and
z~.,(z)-(X+#) Cl:l

G(., (z)=O,

(3.6)

wh.,.,

- < C.,
A.

= # 1:11'

ct,

C"I d,

>

1

-<C;, Ct, CI'I d,> ,

(3.7)
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-<C_.,C!, C , d,-C_. , cr, C," d, > J
"
<C:, Ci, C",dl-Ct, Ci, Ci, d,>

-<c., Ci, C" , dj>

-< c_. , C;, C," d, >

-~l:1I'

< C; , Ci, C",

dj >

<C;, Ci. C" . d. >

J.

(3.8)

and

<crt d, >

t- ~,

<ClI d ,>
(3.9)

<crt dt>

< C'I dj>

In order to close the above eqUations, we have adopted the usual approximation
method of dec:oupJing for the Green fUDCtions of higber order than thOle introduced
before. For example. they are 8'iven by

<c.,

C,+,

~<C.,

C" , 5_ 1 C:',> .. <C., Ci, C,., dt d,
Ci, C". dt> <d, 1 C:, ,>-<C. , Ci,

I C;">
C"I

d, ><dj IC:',>.(3 . 10)

==<C., Ct, C"t dj > < d, I C:">+<C.' Ci, C"t d, > <dj I C.+;,> (3.11)
<C:, C"I d,1 C.-t: ,>::::::::-<Ct, d, ><C"I I C:,,>+ <C"I d, ><C:1I IC;.,>.
(3.12·)

: : : : - <C7, d,><C" , 1C;,,>- <C" I d, ><C: 1I I e:,,> .

(3.13)

Tbis decoupling acheme would be dilcusaed in section 6. The e:xpreeeions (3.10).
(3.11). and others have been used to construct the equatwna (3 .4) and (3.5). and
(3.12). (3.13). and others have been used to construct the equation (3.6).
Furthermore. using these expressions (3.12). (3.13), and othen. A. and 1\. are
rewritten down as follows:

A.

=,. n. t.

(3.14)

and

a.= (>"+I')n.t.

(3.15)
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where
-

(3.16)

I.

Now we have obained a set of simultaneous equations for Green functions and it
is easy to solve them, the formal solutions being found to be as
Gu '(Z) ::::I8". , fi;' (z) +0;1 (z) i ~ (z) fl.;,1 (z),

*..(,)

(3.17)

_('+~)611;' (,) 1(').

(3. 18)

•

I. (,)+1- 1(,)

and

- !A(.)

Hil(,)

1l,(F('l-~H'»)I-'

6(z),

(3.19)

wW.
A (z) = (l+-:\'Z-F(Z)-

.11"

).. 2

+4e '
4

F 1 (z) _ ~~)..P2F· (Z»)z

8

P (~+ ,u) ( Z:\, + ,u _)..,u ~.!e....:f;-(z)

A(z) =,u [2:\.+,u-

)..Pi

2pf F<Z»)I

Jf;-t (z) 4 ,

"

(3.20)

(3.21)

()..+"u),

and

6 (.) - ( 1+-}-F(') - ~; F'(,»)z.
The:" anomalous parameter 4 is given

by

""
6.=11" p().+,u)2e

l

=

11"

(3 . 22)

p(:\.+,u)fe

a, ( 1:1 ~dz)

J

-('+")<>Il, (F(').i (.»),
(3.23)

Here, assuming that the atate density is an even function of the conduction
electron energy, we can obtain
F(z) = F(z) = 1: I z _1 (

I

= 1: I ",,,,+:'.1:;-,.,., .

(3.24 )

Therefore, we can put

Hz) -1(,) .

(3.25)

We will drop the symbol" Aif in the equations (3.19) through (3.23) and consider
them as the scalar equations hereafer.
Finally, we must refer to the limiting case of l. = JI(2N) and,u = o. Using
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Eqs. (3.17) through (3.20), the following result is obtained:
to (z) = _ J~

__F(z)

16N'

1 - .1'

16N'

II- -0,

F'(Z)

which coincides with Eq. (2.11) in the normal state as =0, so our approach in this
section is a better approximation the original A-approach.
4. SoIatIoa of tile Integral eqm.tioa.

In this section, we derive a solution for the t·matrix, We assume, for simplicity,
that the density of state is constant. and that F (II) is given by
(4.1)
Ti1l'P
fori II) 1<0
F«(I)±i8) =
o
otherwise,
where D is the half band width of conduction state.
In this case, the equation of t( Ill) can be written as

j

t(lIl+i8)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where
AI« (I)=(J_i..J:....-1I'p + ~1+4elI\"2

2

4

P

2

.

+1

),3-4)..e'

8

+1I' p m(2).+p+i ),p.~2pl 1I'p)/J.
""01 CII +bl 4,

(U)

AI (CII)= (Complex conjugate of AL)=al(1) + bz4

(4 .5)
(4.6)

6, = (Complex conjugate of 6 1
C I =I - i ().1I'p)/2+ (I"

C: =(Compex conjugate of
and

f

1\" '
CL

(4.7)

),

pZ) / 2,

),

(4.8)

(4.9)

(CII) is the Fermi distribution fWlction.
Furthermore, through Eqs.( 3.23) and (4.1). we have

-),+l-=.1....fo
d. [(·)-+(,(.+;8>+,(.-;8»).
1'
2
-D
7J
If we put 4= 0 in the integral equations (4.2) and(4.3), we will have

(4.10)

(4.3)
(4.11)

.nd
t( III

-

i 8) =-

~

I az .

(4. 12)
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In this case. Eq (4.10) is written as follows:

+C,)

_'_~--L(C.

2

),.+1'

at

01

fd.

f(.) - t

(4.13)

'.I'

from which we can calculate the critical point T. ; that is,
(4.14)

T.-l.14DezP( a(,!p)p )

(4.15)

The critical temperature T. calculated above is slightly lower than that in the
original A-approach.
In order to solve the integral equations. we define several functions on the
complex plane;
q,.. (z) = Al (d

41.. (z) =
lilT

(z) =

tII ..

(t)

and

A~(z)

+ AB,
+

(4.16)

'P .. (z).

(4.17)

ABz ", .. (z),

J~Dd'1 t\71)~t

t('.I-;8),

(4.18)

=J:od1J t~1J);tl(7J+iB)

(4.19)

g(Z)~fD d.[(·)-t
Z

_ D

,(4.20)

fJ

In terms of these new functions, our integral equations are rewritten as follows:
t +(w)=t«(I)+i8)=

CIi~'(:)

c••

and

"';(.)
If t± ( Q)

(4.21)
(4.22)

.

has Dot poles OD the cut which is along tbe real axis for I

u)

I < D. ", (z)

and", .. (z) are sec::tionally hoiomorphic on the complex plane.
Therefcre. ¢I,. (z), ¢I.. (z), and g(z) are also sectionally bolomorphic on the same plane.
Now we must examine the properties of these functions on the cut. The
discontinuities of these functions across the cut are expressed as
g +(U)

.z>:(U)

-g- (U)=-2rr; (f(U)-t)

-~;(U)=4

~: (w) - 41';; (II)

Bl

(4.23)

9;(W»)
= -2rri4BI (f(w)- t )r(w),
= 4 B2 ( tp: (w) - tp;; (w) )
( fP :(w)-

= -21(;4B 2

(/«(11)--:-)

(4.24)

t+(II).

(4.25)

Using Eqs. (4.21) through (4.24), we have
~:(w) - 41';(11) = 4 BI Cz g+(w)-g- (CII)
~;(II)

(4.26)
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(4.27)

From these equations. we can obtain

(4),(w)4>.(w)-.6.c.:I(BIC~+ BIC.) g(w) - A.(uI)A,(uI») +

-(

(4.28)

which means that the function
4>, (z)~. (z) -.6.z (B I C,

+ B.

C.) g(z) -A I (z)A,(z)

is regular anywhere on the entire complex plane. Therefore, this regular function
should be constant. The constant number is determind by using the boundary condition
at infinity:
~.. (z)~..

(z) -

(8 1 C, + B, C I ) g(z) - A. (z) A, (z)=C.

6.Z

(4.29)

where

C= .6.0, B I Jd'1 ( / ('1) - t ) t - ('1) +.6.0. Bz Jd '1 (/('1)-+)t~('1).

(4.30)

Equations (4.21) and (4 . 26) or (4.27) lead to

A. (IIl)Az (Ill)+

4>:«(t»~;(uI)=

0)

A

(B.

C, g +(O)+

B, C

I

g -( O)) + C.

We can solve this equation. If we put

and

1,f):(IIl)=A. (w)

e

- Q+ ( ..)

(4.31)

~~ (uI) = Az (uI)

e

-Q -( ..) .

(4.32)

we will easily get
Q (z) =~JIJ

211'"'

dt} In K( '1)

z-

_D

(4.33)

'1

where
(4 . 34)

Then, from (4.20), (4.21). (4.29). and (4.30) we can obtain
t;(w)

.

and

r(IIl)-

..

Cl w

e q + (. )

C2

e - Q-( ~)

AI

A,

(w)
0)

( Ill )

( 4.35)

(4 .36)

.

Useful relations can be obtained from the moment expansions of Eqs. (4.29) and
(4.30) for sufficiently large j

II)

I ; that is,

a•
~B. JLJ_ f) dl1(!( '1)-i) r ( fJ)= --=--r'2
11'"1

JO

_ 0

d'1 '1 inK( '1 )

(4.37)

1} .,In K ( 71)

(4.38)

and

~ B,

JlI-Dd fJ ( /( fJ) -

+ ) t +( ")= ~J /) d
~"1

_0

from the fi rst order term in moment, and furthermore,
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J:Dd7JlnK(7J)=0
from the zeroth·order term in moment. Finally, using Eqs. (4.30), (4.31), and (4.38).
it is shown that
C=O.
5. 1be aeJf--coulsteat equation for A.
We can investigate the self-consistent equation for the anomalous parameter A
using the solution of the scattering t·matrix.
Since it is advantageous for the calculation below, we will adopt a few
approximations in the integral Q"=(w):

K(w) _ l+~BIClg~).+B!Clg-(w»)
(al w +bl ,6,) (a2 w +bz A)
- 1
WA(BIC1 +BzC.)g(O)
- + (al w +~(al w +bi'"'i)
(w-z;) (w-z;)
~ --T("~~z~.~)r7(~"~~Z~")--

because the main contribution to the behavior of the function K( w) comes from
wi (a1 w+bl A) (az w+b. ,6,), but not from g"=(Ul). Now, since the function K (0)
can be analytically continued into the compex plane, the integsal in the Q"=( w) can be
carried out simply. result being as follows:
Q+«(J)=~ fD d7J
27'"
-D

InK(7J?

Ul

7J +,8

-~foo d7J
21f, -00

InK(7J~
7J +1 S

w

D'

z,

=

-lnK(w):,:=: -lnK(w)

The path of inegration is shown in Fig. III. Therefore, we bave

I

a fD d.

fD d.

[(.)-+ ,. (.)-C
7J

-D

I

_D

-c.
a.

f(.)-+

AI ( 7J) e

g-

C-

D'(')

7 g(O)

t;J ,

(5.1)

where
"f

=81 CI +Bz CI
ala.

(5.2)

From Eqs. (4.10) and (5.1), we baAe
..
t; ,

_~_.::::::

.,/

T'

1 -TZ
--

In-D

r-

<

(5.3)
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as the final result. where Te is given by (4.14). and the maximum .10 of .1 which
appears at T:::::Te I 3 is given by D/l 'Y 1. This result .1 0
Te • seems to be a fault in
our approach. It is. however. due to our rough calculation of (5. 1). not to our approach.
More accurate calculation of (5.1) should give

»

(5.4)

.1o :::::: T.

as in the original A-approach.

z'
Fig.

nr_

E.

Integral contour in the fUnction Q (z) . There are
loga rithmic cuts along the halfstraight lines.

respectively_

6. Discussiotu

The appearence of the curious parameter .1 in the Takano·Ogawa, Abrikosov. and
Kurata theoreis seems to result from the introduction of the anomalous Green functions
and should cause unlike phase transiton. and for this reason. we have been mostly
interested in its appearence and have examined the behavior of the anomalous
parameter a in our improved A-approach.
In our approach the critical temperature Tc has come out considerably lower
than that calculated by the original A-approach. Further-more. in our approach. the
behavior of the anomalous parameter a is different from that in the original A-approach:
that is, the .1 - T curve in our result seems to be suppressed more than t he one in the
original A-approach treatment by the factor of (log D/T)-l.
What will be the physical significance of the result concerning this a '! In principle,
our treatment is still in the realm of the A-approach, and by introducing anomalous
Green functions at the stage of decoupling in the N-approach we tried to clarify the
behavior of the anomalous parameter a , but as the result we have come out with the
suppressed a - T curve.
Could this result mean that the phase transition -like anomaly would fade out
more and more as we improve the approximation even in the realm of the A-approach '!
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Next, we will refer to the decoupling scheme in section 3. For example, the Green
function

« C~,

Ct, C"l S_ r C;',» must be decoupled in our approach. U we take

up, according to the criterion that is only to conserve the total spin. all possible types
of tenns introduced by the decoupling. we have the following result:

Ct, C" I 5_ I C;.,> = «C" C:, C , dj d, I C;,,>
"
= I<C., C:, > «C," 5_1 C:',>+<Ct, C"I 5_>«C"
-<C,' C_" ,>«Ct, S_I C.+,,> I
+ !<c., C:, C_ dr> « d, 1 C;,,>

«C~I

C;">
(N-term)

1' ,

(A-term)

+

\-<c,\

dj>«C" C"I

d,l C,+',>+<ct, d, >«C.,

+<C"I d j>«C" C:, d,

- <C/, , d, > «C" C:,

C" j drl

C;,,>

1 C;,>

dj I

C;,,>!

(A'-term),

(6 .1)

From now on, all Green functions are assumed to be those in the time representation.
Then, we obcain

-(A I B> "'Of; <[A,B»
at the limit

t¢±O.
where the upper sign corresponds to the retarded Creen function and the lower to the
advanced one, respectivley.
Using above procedure for Eq. (6.1), the follow ing is obtained:

<ct,

or

C ,
"

S_> =<C:, CI' I dr d:>
= <ct, C"L S_>+ j-<Ct, dj> <C/', d,>
+ <Ct, d,> <C/'I dj>+<C"l dj> <Ct, d,>
-< C/.; d,><Ct, dj>j ,

<C/, d,> <djC",>+ <C/+,

dj>

<d, C",>=O.

where we have used the symmetry relations

<CIl d,> =-<Clf d,>

(6.2)
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These symmetry relations have also been used to formulate the simultaneous
equations (3 .3) through (3.6) . From Eq. (6.2), we can get

<Ct, d, >= <Ct, dj> '"'" O.

(6.3)

and

(6 .4)

These results, (6.3) and (6.4). should mean, to be surprised that the anomalous Green
function ~,, ' (z) does not exist in the whole temperapure region! It is very strange in
the realm of the A·approach. How can we understand this curious property ?
If attention is paid to the fact that EQs. (6.3) and (6.4) arise from the existence
of the A'-term in EQ. (6.1). can it not be considered that, from the outset, only the
N-term and the A·tenn are contained but not the A'·tenn ? If so. the queer EQs. (6.3)
and (6.4) do not appear.
Therefore, according to the discussion given above, we put as follows:
..:(c.. ,

~

C/,

CI .! 5_1

C..~,>=<C.. , Ct,

",;,>

Ct' l dj d, 1 C..

I<C Ct, > <C" I 5_ 1 C;'I>+< C/, CI' I S_><C.. , 1 C:,,>
lI

-<C.. , C_I'I> <:ctt S_I
+ !<C~ I

ct, CI't

dj> <d,

1

"';,>j

C..

(N·term)

C:',>

- <C.. , C/, C" t d,> « dj 1C"~' I>:

(A-tenn),

(6.5)

instead of EQ. (6 .1) . Furthermore, being interested in the behavior of the anomalous
parameter dependence on temperature. we have dropped the N-tenn from EQ. (6.5) to
persue anomalous properties with the emphasis on the roles of the anomalous Green
functions: that is,

<C.. , C1, C" TS_ I C'~'I >= «C.. , C/tC!,: di d , Ie;.,>
.::::: <C.. , C;, Cl'l d: ><d,l C.."';,>-<C .. , Ct,C"L d:><d: I C;,,>,

(6.6)

which coincides with EQ. (3.10) in section 3.
As mentioned in the first paragraph of current section. there is much difference
in that the anomalous parameter ~ in our A·approach contains tbe factoe (InD/T) -1
but not in the original one. The appearence of this factor (InD/T) - 1 or the product
(lnD/T) ~

is due to the thennal average such as

< C..-t-,

C/I

Ct'l d, > .

The

following symbolical illustration may help make clear what is being said here:

<

{ C · CIICd}

D
>¢ (In1'
) t.,

(6.7)

with (C-t-CI producing (InD/T)
and
(e dl producing .6..
Furthermore, if a higher order correction is taken into consideration, the thermal average
such as

<C.' ,", C'
.... ···C~..... ..... C• .", " '" C"d>
.. , ", C·
.. : ": C .. z·,,·····
z
I

(6.8)
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.0

will appear as "A-tenn". Expressing rsymbolically the roles of this average,
corresponding to (6.7). we would have as follows:

<

{C·C}" {Cd }

>"'(In-~-)

"".

(6.8),
(6.9)

This might give, from the sell·consistent equation, the following:

~

"
aug then

¥ )"
1

(I.

,,-.0

(6.10)

as m---7oo.

(6.11)

Although our discussions on the higher order correction might be over-simplified,
nevertheless (6.U) might be reasonable in accordance with physical insigbt.
As for Tc, nothing much can be said, but we conject that Tc: --t 0 as m --too
like .:1 in (6.11)_
May we consider then that we have to develope further the theory in line with
the N.approach in order to reach tbe essence of the s-d exchange model 7

FI,. IV. Condition for the cauaality of the retarded or the .dvallced
Green function.. The Ihaded regioD il fit to the condition. but
tbe un·shaded reaion not.

Finally, we would like to point out interesting properties of Green function
relating to poles. The pole is given by AI (111)=0 in EQ. (4.35) : that is,
= _ ..!!...6. ::::: lI"p~(2k+~) 6.-i!!....f. ke(2)'+e) 6.

III .!11 Z

(6.12)
2
>. + ~
.
In order for the causality of the retarded Green function to hold. the follow ing relation
must be satisfied:
(6.13)
). ~ (k + ~ )(2k + ~»O.
I

o.

>. + ~
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The (6.13) is not, however, satisfied for arbitrary values of A. and p.. These
circumstances are shown on the A. - p plane in the Fig. IV. The shaded region in the
Fig. N fits the causality. Now, where will the unshaded region unfit to the condition
come from ? Will it be due to the choice of the model or to the deoouqling scheme ?
Incidentally, the abnormal behaviors regarding resistivity in approximately the
same region were reported in our previous paper").
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